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The  paper  considers the minimum 3-connectivity augmentat ion problems: determining a  
minimum-weight set of edges  to be  added  so as  to 3-connect  a  given undirected simple graph. 
The  first result is that the problem is NP-complete even  if a  given graph and  weights are 
restricted to a  2-connected graph and  either 1  or 2, respectively. The  second result is for the 
problem with all weights are equal: it is shown that the cardinahty of a  solution to the 
problem can be  computed from a  given graph and  that there is an  U(n,(n, +  n,)*) algorithm 
for finding a  solution, where n, and  np  are the numbers  of vertices and  edges  of a  given graph, 
respectively. 0 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The  connectivity augmentat ion problem is defined by “G iven an  initial graph 
GO = (V, E’) and a  nonnegat ive integer weight W(U, u) on  each pair of vertices U, u  
of V, determine a  m inimum-weight set of edges whose addition to GO result in a  
graph having a  given (vertex- or edge-)  connectivity condition.” The  k-vertex- 
connectivity (k-edge-connectivity, respectively) augmentat ion problem, k-VCA 
(k-ECA) for short, asks for resulting in a  k-vertex-connected (k-edge-connected) 
graph. The  problem has a  wide variety depending upon  (1) whether or not we 
consider directedness, (2) whether or not it is an  unweighted version (that is, all 
weights are equal), (3) what kind of graphs (such as graphs without edges, trees, 
or any given graphs) we start with, and  so on  [3, 5,6,9, 1  l-161. Handling weights 
may be  slightly different between k-ECA and  k-VCA if mu ltiple edges are al lowed 
in k-ECA. 
Frank and  Chou discussed, in their pioneering paper  [S] on  the subject, an  
unweighted local edge-connectivity augmentat ion problem starting with graphs 
without edges. Eswaran and  Tarjan [3] considered strong connectivity augmenta-  
tion problems for directed graphs (SCA for short), 2-ECA and  2-VCA: they proved 
that their weighted versions with an  initial graph having no  edge  are NP-complete 
and  that the unweighted versions have O(n, + n,) algorithms, where n, = 1  VJ and  
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IZ, = 1 E’I. Rosenthal and Goldner [9] proposed an O(n, + n,) algorithm for the 
unweighed 2-VCA. Frederickson and Ja’ja’ first proposed in [6] O(ni) approxima- 
tion algorithms for the weighted SCA, 2-ECA, and 2-VCA. Watanabe and 
Nakamura proposed in [ 133 an O(kLnz(kn, + n,)) algorithm for the unweighted 
k-ECA for general k, where L = min { k, n,}. (See also [ 14, 163 for the improvement 
and the weighted 3-ECA, respectively.) It should be mentioned that k-ECA and 
k-VCA, both with G, having no edge, can be shown to be NP-complete for any 
fixed k Z 2 by proving a polynomial reduction of the maximum k-edge-connected or 
k-vertex-connected subgraph problem (see [7, p. 1981 for the definition) to k-ECA 
or k-VCA, respectively. 
The paper considers 3-VCA, where we can assume that an initial graph G, is an 
undirected simple graph with n, > 4 and that no multiple edges are allowed during 
the augmentation. Hence 3-VCA can be redefined as 
Given a complete graph G = (V, E), a spanning subgraph G,, = (V, E’) and 
nonnegative integer weights w(e) for Ve E E - E’, determine a minimum- 
weight set E” s E - E’ such that the graph Go + E” (addition of edges of 
E” to G,) is 3-vertex-connected. 
First we show that the problem is NP-complete even if Go and weights are 
restricted to a 2-vertex-connected graph and either w(e) = 1 or 2. The second result 
is for the unweighted 3-VCA, that is w(e) = w(e’) for Ve, e’ E E-E’: it is shown that 
the cardinality of a solution to the problem can be computed from Go and that 
there is an O(n,(n, +n,)‘) algorithm for finding a solution. (See also [17].) 
Some definitions used in the paper are provided in Section 2. In Section 3 the 
NP-completeness of 3-VCA with G, restricted to a 2-vertex-connected graph is 
discussed. The unweighted 3-VCA is considered in Sections 4 through 6. The 
concluding remarks are given in Section 7. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Graph-theory terminologies and technical terms not specified here can be 
identified in [l, 2, 4, 10-161. A graph G = (V(G), E(G)) is a finite set of vertices, 
T/(G), and a finite set of edges, E(G). In this paper, a graph means a simple graph 
unless otherwise stated. 
Two vertices u, v which comprise an edge are said to be adjacent, and the edge 
is also denoted by (u, v). The edge (u, v) is incident upon the vertices U, u; u and u 
are endvertices of (u, v). The degree d,(v) of a vertex v of G is the number of 
edges incident to it in G. A path from vi to v, in G is a sequence of edges 
(VI 3 4, . . . . (vn- , , u,) (n 2 2) such that the vertices vi, . . . . v, are distinct. The path is 
referred to as a (vi, v,)-path. If n 2 3 then u2, . . . . u,~ , are called the inner vertices 
of the path. A cycle is a (v,, v,)-path together with the edge (v,, vl). The length of 
a path or of a cycle is the number of edges contained in it. If two paths have no 
vertex in common except their endvertices then they are said to be disjoint. Let 
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S # @  (a denotes an empty set) and SE I’(G) (meaning that S is a subset of 
T/(G); a proper subset is denoted by c ). Let E’ c E(G) (E’ n E(G) = @ , respec- 
tively), where any edge of E’ joins two vertices of I’(G). Then G-E’ (G + E’) 
denotes the graph obtained by deleting all edges of E’ from G (by adding all edges 
of E’ to G). If E’ = {e} then it is denoted by G -e (G + e) for simplicity. 
G is connected if every pair of vertices are joined by a path in G. If G  and H are 
two graphs such that V(H) E T/(G) and E(H) c E(G) then H is a subgraph of G. 
A maximal connected subgraph H of G (that is, if V(H) # V(G) then G is not 
connected) is called a connected component (or simply, a component) of G. G[S] 
denotes the subgruph induced by S of G, where V( G[ S] ) = S and E( G[S] ) = 
{(u, u) E E(G): U, u E S}. We also denote G[ V- S] by G - S. The vertex connectivity 
(or, simply, connectivity) c(G) of G  is the m inimum number of vertices whose 
deletion from G disconnect it or result in a single vertex. G  is 3-vertex-connected 
(or, simply 3-connected) if and only if c(G) > 3, that is, G  is connected, 1 V(G)1 > 4 
and has neither a cutpoint nor a cutpair. Let M ,(u, u) denote the maximum 
number of pairwise disjoint (u, u)-paths in G. M ,(u, u) is often denoted as M(u, u) 
if G  is clear from the context. Let 0 d m  6 3 and @  # SE V(G). S is an m-compo- 
nent of G if and only if 
(i) M(u, u)BmforVu, UES(U#U), and 
(ii) for VU’ E P(G) - S, 3~’ E S such that MG(u’, u’) cm. 
(Note that an m-component S is defined as a set of vertices and that if m  = 3 then 
G[S] is not always 3connected.) Clearly c(G) > 3 if and only if T/(G) is a 3-com- 
ponent. Let ro(m) denote the class of all m-components of G. If G  is clear from the 
context then it is simply written as r(m). Kc V(G) is called a (u, u) vertex separator 
if G-K is disconnected and the vertices U, u belong to distinct components of 
G-K. If u is not adjacent to u then let N,(u, u) denote the least cardinality of 
a (u, u) vertex separator in G. A (u, u) vertex separator K of G is minimal if 
1 KI = N, (u, u). A m inimal (u, u)-separator K is called a cutpair if 1 KI = 2, or a 
cutpoint if 1 KI = 1. If such K is a (u, u) separator then it is called a (u, u) cutpair 
or a (24, 0) cutpoint. 
3. NP-COMPLETENESS OF 3-VCA FOR ~-CONNECTED GRAPHS 
We prove the NP-completeness of 3-VCA with Go restricted to a 2-connected 
graph. The three-dimensional matching problem (3DM) is already known to be 
NP-complete [ 1, 71, and we show that there exists a polynomial reduction of 3DM 
to this restricted 3-VCA. The method is an extension of that used by Frederickson 
and Ja’ja’ in [6], which proved the NP-completeness of 2-VCA with G, restricted 
to a connected graph. 3DM is defined as follows: 
Instance. Disjoint sets W, X, and Y all of the same cardinality q, and 
ME wxxx Y. 
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Question. Is there a matching M’ E M, that is, a subset M’ c M with 1 M’ 1 = q 
such that no two triples in M’ agree in any of their components? 
3-VCA in “yes-no” form is as follows: 
Instance. A complete undirected graph G = (I’, E), a nonnegative integer weight 
w(e) for each e E E, a spanning subgraph G, = (V, E’) of G, and a positive 
integer B. 
Question. Is there a subset E” E E - E’ with the total weight w(E”) <B such 
that c(G, + E”) > 3? 
Given any instance of 3DM we can construct, in polynomial time in the size, an 
instance of this restricted 3-VCA, and the following lemma holds. 
LEMMA 1. 3DM has a matching M’ if and only if there is a subset E” E E- E’ 
with w(E”) d B such that c(GO + E”) 2 3. 
Since this 3-VCA can be solved by means of a nondeterministic Turing machine 
in polynomial time, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. 3-VCA with G, and weights restricted to a 2-connected graph and 
either 1 or 2, respectively, is NP-complete. 
Figure 1 shows an example of the transformation from 3DM to 3-VCA, where a 
graph GO is constructed from an instance of 3DM: 
w= {WI, w,}, x= {XI, x2), y= {Yl? Y*>, 
~=~(wI~xI,Y*)~(WI,X2,YZ),(W2,XI~YI)~. 
(M’= {(w,, x2, y2), (w,, x1, yr)} is a matching.) Now we proceed to the proof of 
Lemma 1. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let M c W x Xx Y be any instance of 3DM, with 1 MJ =p 
and W={wi(l<i<q}, X={xill<i<q}, and Y={y,ll<i<q}, where we can 
FIG. 1. An example of a reduction of 3DM to 3-VCA. 
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assume p > q without loss of generality. We define an instance of 3-VCA, a com- 
plete graph G  = (V, E) with weights w(e) = 1 or 2 for Ve E E, a spanning subgraph 
Go = (V, E’), and a positive integer B as follows: 
V= {r,r’,r”}u WuXu Yu{aiik,a~~I(w,,xi,y,)EM}, 
E={(u,u)lu,v~Ku#~), 
E’= {(r, r’), (r’, r”), (r”, r)} u ((wi, r), (w;, r”)l WOE W} 
U {(Xi, r), txi, r’)lxiEX) U  {(Yi, r’), (Yi, r”)l Y;e Y> 
U  {(Uijk, wi)> (Uijk, r), (uhk3 Wih (u$k~ r”)l(wi, xj9 Yk)EJJ}. 
Let 
w(e) = 
1 
1 if e E { (ui,k, &kh (Xj, uijkh (djk, Yk)ltwi, xj, Yk) E M)T 
2 otherwise 
for each e E E and B =p + q. Then c(G,) = 2 and the construction can be done in 
polynomial time in the size of a given instance of 3DM. 
Suppose that A4 contains a matching M’. We define an edge set E” = E, u E2 by 
and 
EI = ((Xi, ug/c), (a&, Y/c)I(Wi, Xj, y/c) E M’} 
Then w(E”) = w(E,) + w(EJ = 2q + (p-q) =p + q = B. Let G ’=G,+ E,, 
G ” = G ’ + E2, and 
Then M,,(u, u) > 3 for VU, v E S,. If M= M’ then S, = K Suppose that 
M - M’ # /21. Then, for each ( wi, x,, y,) E M - M’, we have M,.. (u, 0) > 3 for 
VU, u E Sz (i) = { wi, r, r”, a,,, a:,,}. Since there is (wi, xi, yk) EM’ for each 
(Wi, x,,y,)~M--M’, we have {wi, r, r”} zS, ITS*(~), showing that MG,,(u, u)>3 
for VU, u E K Thus c(G”) = 3. 
Conversely suppose that there is E” with w(E”) <p + q such that c (GO + E”) 2 3. 
Since Go has exactly 2(p + q) vertices of degree 2 (that is, those in Xu Yu 
{ug/c~ ubkl(wi, Xj?L)k)EM}), we have I E” I =p + q. Hence every edge e E E” has 
w(e) = 1, joins distinct vertices of degree 2 in Go and no two edges of E” share 
any vertex. This means that each xj~ X or y, E Y must have exactly one edge 
(xj, atim) E E” or (Yk, a:,,) E E”, respectively. Let 
A = {(Xj, Qn), (Yk, u:,,)EE”IX,EX,.YkE y}. 
Then (Al =2q, I E” - A( =p-q( 20) and any edge of E” - A is of the form 
(auk, a&,,) with both endvertices being of degree 2 in G  + A. It follows that 
(Xi, a+) E A if and only if (yk, ubk) E A. Let 
M’= { (Wi, Xj, yk) E MI(xi, uijk) E A}, where ( M’ I = q. 
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Let W’, x’, and Y’ be the sets of the first, second, and third components of those 
(wi, xji, yk) E M’, respectively. Clearly / X’ 1 = 1 Y’ 1 = q. For each wi E W, there is a 
pair of edges (x,, a&, ( yk, a&) E A, since otherwise {Y, Y”} is a cutpair of GO + E”. 
(The pair is unique.) Hence 1 W’/ = q, and M’ is a matching of M. a 
We can similarly prove that 3-ECA is NP-complete even if GO is restricted to a 
2-connected graph. See [16]. 
4. THE UNWEICHTED 3-VCA 
We consider the unweighted 3-VCA and show a polynomial-time algorithm for 
finding a solution to the problem. 
4.1. The Main Theorem and the Outline of Characterization 
Given a graph G, we repeat adding a new edge, connecting vertices belonging to 
distinct l-components or those belonging to the same l-component and separated 
by either a cutpoint or a cutpair, so that intermediately a larger m-component, 
m < 3, or finally one 3-component containing all vertices of G may be obtained. Let 
R(G) denote the minimum number of edges whose addition to G result in a 3-con- 
netted graph. The point is that we can compute two values, the demand D(G) of 
G concerning the requests for attachment of new edges and the separation degree 
b(G) of G concerning the number of edges to be added across cutpairs, for which 
the following main theorem holds. 
THEOREM 2. The cardinality R(G) of a solution is equal to T(G) = 
max(rWPH, Wtf or any graph G with 1 V(G)1 > 3, where [xl is the minimum 
integer not less than x. 
T(G) is called the augmentation number of G. We first show that c(G) > 3 if and 
only if T(G)=O. Then we can prove that R(G)>, T(G): these will be realized from 
the examples of computing D(G) and b(G). Proving the converse needs many 
lemmas and is done by induction on augmentation numbers: it can be proved that 
if c(G) < 3 then G has two vertices, called an admissible pair, such that 
T(G’) = T(G) - 1 for the graph G’ obtained by connecting them by a new edge. 
This implies an algorithm to find a solution by repeating the choice of an 
admissible pair, connecting them by an edge and determining new m-components, 
c( G’ ) < m < 3. 
4.2. Computation of T(G) 
We explain how to compute D(G) and b(G) by using the graph G, of Fig. 2. 
They are computed from the demands D(S) for Set-(m), c(G) <m < 3, and the 
separation degrees b(K) of cutpairs K, respectively. D(S) denotes the requests made 
by vertices in S for attachment of new edges so that a new larger 3-component 
including those which are subsets of S may be created. b(K) is the minimum 
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FIG. 2. A graph G,. 
number of edges necessary to obtain a connected graph in which K is no longer a 
cutpair. 
The demand of G, D(G), is defined by 
D(G) = 
i 
0 if c(G)> 3, 
c D(S’) otherwise, 
S’c Y(G); S’E r(d) 
where m’ = c(G) + 1. The demand D(S) of SE r(m), c(G) d m < 3, is computed 
recursively, beginning with S’ E r(3). First we need the degree of a set S”, 
d(S”)= 1 X(S”)(, where X(S”)E V(G) and is defined by: 
if S” = {u] then X(S”) consists of all vertices adjacent to v; for 1 S” 1 > 2, 
X(S”) is the union of all vertices contained in cutpoints K or cutpairs K’ 
of G such that K, K’ E S” and they separate a vetex of S” - K or of s” -K 
from some vertex in the outside of S”, respectively. 
(X(Y) and d(S”) are denoted as X&S”) and d,(S”) if we specify a graph G, 
respectively.) For example, 3-components of G, are 
s1= {I}, s*= {2}, s, = (81, &= (131, s,= {5}, &= {3,4}, 
s, = {4,7}, s, = (61, s, = (9, 10, 11, 12}, 
and they have 
d( SJ = 2 if 1 <i< 4, d( SJ = 0 if 6<i<7, 
d(S,) = 1, 4&)=4, d( S,) = 3. 
We denote 
ED(Y) = max { 3 - d(S”), 0} forasetS”cV(G). 
ED(S”) is called the edge demand of S”. This is to denote the requests for attach- 
ment of new edges, each having only one endvertex in S”, so that the degree of S” 
after their addition may be at least 3. The meaning of ED(S) is easily realized if 
S”Er(3). For Sir, we set 
D(S) = 
0 ifeitherl<ISI<4orS=V(G), 
ED(S) otherwise. 
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In G, of Fig. 2, we have 
D(Si) = 1 if 1 di64, D(S,)=2, 
D(Si) = 0 if 6<i<9. 
Next, for SE r(m) with c(G) < m < 3, we set 
D(S) = max (ED(S), LD(S)}, 
where LD(S) is called the local demand of S and is defined by 
LD(S)= c D( S’ ). 
s’~s;s’Er(m+l) 
Note that if Ssr(m + l)nr(m) then LD(S)=D(S): thus D(S) is unchanged. G, 
has 2-components 
T, = (L2, 3,436, 7, 8>, Tz= (51, T, = (9, 10, 11, 12, 13). 
T, has ED( T,) = 2 and includes six 3-components Si with 
D(SJ = 1 if ldid3, D(Si) = 0 if 6diG8. 
totaling LD( T,) = Ci D(Si) = 3 requests for attachment of new edges. This explains 
the meaning of 
D(T,)=max{ED(T,),LD(T,)}=max{2,3}=3. 
Other 2-components Ti, 2 < i< 3, of G, has 
D(T,)=max{2,2}=2, D(T,)=max{2, 1}=2. 
Hence 
DtG,) = 7, rqG,)/21= r7/21= 4. 
The separation degree b(G) of G is determined from the separation degrees b(K) 
of cutpairs K in G: 
b(G) = max {b(K): K is a cutpair of G}, 
where we set b(G) = 0 if G has no cutpair. b(K) is given by 
b(K)=(r-l)+z,(K)-1, 
where 5 is the total number of l-components of G and z,(K) is that of l-com- 
ponents of Hi-K in which Hi denotes the l-component of G such that KC V(H,). 
As an example, for the cutpair K4 = { 4,6} of G, , GI - K4 has four l-components, 
requiring at least b(K,) = 4 - 1 = 3 edges across K,. G1 has cutpairs 
K, = {3,4}, K, = {4,7}, K,= {3,7}, Kc,= {4,6}, K,= (11, 12) 
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with 
ZW,) = 3, 
showing that 
z(K,) = 2, .a,) = 2, zW4) = 4, z(K,) = 2, 
b(G,) = b(K,) = 3. 
Clearly G, has 
R(G,)~T(G,)=max{rD(G,)/2],b(G,)) =max{4, 3}=4, 
and we can generally show that R(G) > T(G). Proving the converse, R(G) < T(G), 
is a little complicated. We show that there are a pair of nonadjacent vertices ui, u2 
such that T(G)- T(G’)= 1 for G’=G+(ur, ~4~). Since rD(G,)/2]>b(G,) in this 
example, we choose a pair 1, 5 and consider the graph G; = G, + (1,5). (If 
rD(G,)/2] <b(G,) or if f’D(G,)/2]=b(G,) then the choice of such two vertices is 
slightly different.) G; has 
and 
D(G;) = 5, b(G;) = 2, 
, T(G;) = max{rD(G;)/2], b(G;)} = max (3,2) = 3 = T(G,) - 1. 
Repeating a similar discussion gives the set 
E’= {t&5), (5,13), (2,8), (7312)) ([E’I =T(G,)=4) 
which is a solution to the unweighted 3-VCA for G,. In the following if we specify 
a graph G in which D(S) or b(K) is considered then they are denoted as DG(S) or 
b,(K), respectively, and similarly for other related notations. 
5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We first show some basic results, and then proceed to the proof of the main 
theorem. 
5.1. Some Additional Definitions 
Let K= {w,, wl} be a cutpair of some component Gi of a graph G, H’ be any 
component of Gi - K, and H be the subgraph defined by H = G[ V(H’) u K’] with 
either K’ = K or K’ = { wi} c K, where K’= (wi} if and only if wi is a cutpoint of 
G. H (and also V(H) for simplicity) is called a K-block of G, and z,(K) is equal 
to the total number of K-blocks of G. For a cutpoint K = {w}, each K-block is 
similarly defined and each K-block is called a w-block. K is called a maximum 
cutpair of G if b,(K)= b(G). A K-block H with K’= K is called a K-block of 
511/46/l-8 
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type 1 if V(H)-K has no cutpoint of G, and is called a K-block of type 2 otherwise. 
A K-block H with K’ = { wi} is called a K-block of type 3. Let h(K) denote the total 
number of K-blocks of type i of G and pG (K) = fi (K) + fi (K). For the cutpair 
K = (4,6} of G, , the K-blocks are 
VI = { 192, 3,4,6}, vz = (496, 7, 8}, 
J’,= {5,6}, V,= (6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13). 
Vi, i = 1,2, are of type 1. Vi, i = 3,4, are of type 3 and are w-blocks with w = 6. 
Cutpairs of G, are 
K, = (3,417 Kz = {4,7}, K,= {3,7}, &= {4,6}, K,= {l&12}, 
with 
f,W,)=Z fAK,) = 1, f3(Kl)=O, z(K, I= 3, 
fi (Kz) = 1, fz(Kz)= 1, f3(K,)=O> 4KJ = 2, 
fi(KA=A fz(KJ=A f3(KA=‘A 4Kd = 2, 
fi(&)=Z fzWd=O, fx(K4)=2, WA = 4, 
fi(K,) = 1, fz(K5) = 1, f3 (&I = 0, z( K,) = 2. 
Remark 1. Suppose that G has a cutpoint. Let B’, B” be distinct 2-components 
of G with a cutpoint w such that B’ n B” = {w }. Then 1 B’ 1 > 2, 1 B” I> 2 and if there 
is Sir such that Sz B’n B” then S= {w} with D,(S)=O. Hence 
LD,(B’uB”)= c DG(S) = LD,(B’) + LD,(B”). 
ScB’uB”;SEr(3) 
An m-component SE r(m) is called an m-pendant if and only if do(S) < m with 
DJS) > 0. Each m-pendant S with 1 < m < 3 has S- X,(S) # $5 For each 3-pen- 
dant S c S’ E r(2) of G, X,(S) is the unique cutpair of G separating vertices of 
S-X,(S) from those out of SuX,(S). We denote K(S)=Xo(S) and call it the 
S-cutpair of G. 
Let ul, u2 be distinct vertices of G satisfying the following conditions (l)-(4) 
(called the edge condition for G): 
(1) U, is not adjacent to u2 in G. 
(2) None of them is a cutpoint of G. 
(3) Let S,(m)Er(m) denote an m-component containing ui of G for i= 1, 2 
and m = c(G) + 1, . . . . 3. Then S1 (c(G) + 1) # S,(c(G) + I), either Sr (c(G) + 1) or 
S,(c(G) + 1) is a (c(G) +I)-pendant, and Si(3), i= 1,2, are 3-pendants of G. (We 
always assume that S2 (c(G) + 1) is a (c(G) + 1 )-pendant in the following.) 
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(4) For each ui, i= 1,2, if Si(3)cS,(2) then ui4K(Sj(3)) for the Si(3)- 
cutpair K(Si(3)) of G. 
Note that S,(m) is unique for i= 1, 2 and m = c(G) + 1, . . . . 3. We choose a pair of 
vertices ui, u2 satisfying the edge condition for G and denote G’ = G + (u,, uz). 
(Later it will be explained more precisely how to choose ul, u2 ; they will be used 
in this meaning.) Let r(m)’ denote rG,(m) for simplicity. 
Any S’ E r(m)’ - r(m) is called an m-augmenting set of G (with respect to u1 and 
u2). S’ is simply a set in G, and we are going to consider the difference 
DG(S’) - DGz(S’), where D&S’), called the demand of s’, has not yet been defined. 
In order to define D&S’) we extend the definition of the local demand to a subset 
s’ E V(G). The local demand LD, (S’ ) (of S’ of G) is defined by the following 
(i)-(iii): 
(i) LD,(S’)= 1 DG (S) if S’ properly includes at least one 
SE&Y; sEr(h(s)) 
3-component SE r( 3), where 
h(S’)=min{j:S’includesS~r(j) withjG3). 
(ii) LD,(S’)=D,(S’) if S’~r(3). 
(iii) LD,(S’) = 0 if S’ includes no 3-component of G. 
With this notation, D(S’) is denoted as 
D,(S’)=max{3-d,(S’), LD,(S’)}. 
A few more definitions are required to handle m-augmenting sets of G, 2 < m < 3. 
If G has a cutpoint then we can find the unique sequence of cutpoints w,, . . . . w,_ , 
(r 2 2) visited in this order from u1 to u2, where each of them separates u, from z+. 
The sequence 
wo=ul, wl,...,w,-I, w,=u,(ral) 
is called the terminal chain of G with respect to u1 and u2, where we set r = 1 if G 
has no cutpoints. Let 
Bo, B,, . . . . B, (t20) 
be a sequence of,distinct substs of V(G) satisfying the following (l)-(4): 
(1) lBil =l or lBil 23 for each Bi. 
(2) Both B, and B, are 2-components of G, u, E B, and u2 E B,. 
(3) For each Bi, if I Bil > 3 then Bi is a 2-component of G having exactly two 
consecutive members of the terminal chain, and if I Bij = 1 with 0 < i < t then B, 
consists of a cutpoint that is a member of the terminal chain. (We note that if 
I Bi I = 1 then Bi is not necessarily a 2-component of G (see Fig. 3): if Bi 4 r(2) then 
Bi is a cutpoint of G and Bi c B’ for some B’ E r(2) that is not a member of this 
sequence.) 
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FIG. 3. An example of a member B, = {r} 4 r(2) in the candidate chain of G with respect to u, 
and u2. 
(4) Any member of the terminal chain is contained in some member B,. 
The sequence B,, B,, . . . . B, is called the candidate chain of G with respect to ui 
and uq. If { wi, wi+ ,} E B, then the two vertices are called the terminals of Bi. Put 
B(u,,u,)=B,u ... uB,. 
Note that B(u,, u2) is the only 2-augmenting set of G if t > 0. Let 
B;, . . . . B;. with Bb = B, and B;. = B, 
be the maximal subsequence consisting of those members that are 2-components 
having at least three vertices of G, where the original ordering is preserved. This 
subsequence is called the subchain (of the candidate chain with respect to ui and 
ZQ). Note that any 3-augmenting set of G is a subset of some member of the 
subchain. (Such a 3-augmenting set will be more precisely defined as a primal 
3-component in Section 6.) 
If we set ui = 5 and u2 = 13 in Fig. 2 then the candidate chain of G, with respect 
to 241 and u2 is B,= {5}, B, = {6}, B,= (9, 10, 11, 12, 13). The sequence 
ui = 5, 6,9, u2 = 13 is the terminal chain, and the sequence Bb = B,, B; = B, is the 
subchain. 
5.2. Basic Results on the &weighted 3-VCA 
We make some basic observations on b(G) and D(G). The proofs of the next two 
propositions are omitted. (see [ 11, 121 for the details.) 
PROPOSITION 1. IfI V(G(I >3 andO<c(G)<3 then (1) and (2) hold: 
(1) For any cutpoint z of G, each z-block includes at least one 2-pendant. 
(2) Each 2-pendant of G includes at least one 3-pendant. 
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PROPOSITION 2. For a graph G with 1 V( G ) I> 3, c(G) > 3 if and only if T( G ) = 0. 
Suppose that G  with r components has distinct maximum cutpairs K, and K,. 
Let K, = {w, w’} and suppose that the class of K,-blocks of type 3 of G  consists of 
t, w-blocks and (f3(K1)- t,) w’-blocks. If K, n K,# fa then we assume that 
K, n K, = (w}. We call the following (l)-(3) the equality conditions (for G): 
(1) If K, and K, belong to the same component of G  then 5 = 1, 
fi (K,) =fi (K,), and the following (i) and (ii) hold: 
(i) If K, does not separate K, then (a) or (b) holds: 
(a) K, u K, z V(H) for a 2-connected subgraph H of G, V(H) includes 
at most one cutpoint of G, and if V(H) includes a cutpoint of G  then 
it is equal to w E K, n K,. For any other cutpoint u’( # w) of G, 
zG (u’) = 2, (w, u’) E E(G), and it is a bridge of G. Moreover, 
zG(K,)=fI(K,)+t,, i=l,2, where 
0 
t, = 
if K,nK,=QC, 
t M ’ otherwise. 
(Hence f2(Ki)=0 and f3(Ki)=t,,i=1,2.)(See K,, K, in Figs.4; 
5(l), (2); 6(l), (2J.l 
(b) G  has a cutpoint u such that K, and K, belong to distinct u-blocks 
of G, v=w if K,nK,#@, and z,(v)=2 if K,nK,=@. For any 
other cutpoint v’( # v) of G, zG(v’) = 2, (v, v’) E E(G), and it is a 
bridge of G. Moreover, zG ( Ki) =fi (Ki) + t,, i = 1, 2, where 
1 
t, = if K,nK,=@, 
tw otherwise. 
(See K,, K,, and u in Figs. 5(l), (2) and 6(l), (2); K,, K,, and u in 
Figs. 5(3), (4) and 6(3), (4).) 
(ii) If K, separates K2 then fi ( Ki) = 2 and fi (KJ = f3 (Ki) = 0, i = 1, 2. 
(Hence b(G) = 5 = 1 d [D(G)/21 and c(G) 2 2.) 
(2) If K, and K, belong to distinct components of G  then 4: = 2 and 
.zG(Ki)=p,(K,)=f,(K,), i= 1, 2. 
(3) Each K,-block of type 1 (of type 2 or 3, respectively) that does not 
include Kj (j= 1,2;j# i) contributes exactly one (two) to D(G), i= 1,2. If G  has 
a cutpoint v then each v-block that includes neither K, nor K, contributes exactly 
two to D(G). 
The proofs of the next two propositions are given in Appendices 1 and 2. 
PROPOSITION 3. If G has distinct maximum cutpairs K, and K, then 
[D(G)/21 2 b(G). Also if [D(G)/21 = b(G) then the equality conditions (1 k(3) for 
G hold. 
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PROPOSITION 4. Let c(G) > 0, ( V(G)1 > 3, and T(G) = rD(G)/21= b(G) 2 2. 
If G has three distinct maximum cutpairs then the equality condition (1) holds and 
they satisfy the following (l)-(3) (see Figs. 4, 5(l)-(4), and 6( 1 t(4)): 
(1) For any member K of them, f, (K) = 2, f2 (K) < 1, and K does not separate 
any other member K’. 
(2) G has one or two cutpoints, tf G has distinct cutpoints then they form a 
bridge of G, and at least two members K, K’(K # K’ ) have a cutpoint in common, 
If three maximum cutpairs belong to distinct v-blocks of a cutpoint v of G then v is 
the only cutpoint. 
(3) If there is a member KS V(H) with a cutpoint v E V(H) - K for a 
2-connected subgraph H then zo (v) = 2 and no other maximum cutpair is included 
in V(H). 
5.3. The proof of Theorem 2 
It suffices to prove the theorem for G with T( G ) > 0 (by Proposition 2). The 
theorem is proved by Lemmas 2 and 5. The proofs of Lemmas 24 will be given in 
the next section. First we have the following. 
LEMMA 2. R(G)>T(G). 
We proceed to the proof of the converse of Lemma 2. We choose a pair of 
vertices ui , u2, called an admissible pair of G. They satisfy the edge condition 
for G and some other conditions: their choice will be specified in 6.2. Put 
G’ = G + (ui , a*). Second, we can prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. If0 < c(G) < 1 then D(G) - D(G’) = 2 and rD(G)/21- rD(G’)/21= 1 
for any admissible pair ul, u2 of G. 
We obtain the following lemma by using Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 4. If T(G) > 2 and 0 < c( G ) < 2 then we can find an admissible pair u, , u2 
such that T(G) - T(G’) = 1. 
Now the converse of Lemma 2 follows. 
LEMMA 5. R(G)< T(G). 
Proof. By induction on augmentation numbers of graphs. 
Induction base. T(G)= 1. Then c(G) =2 (by Propositions 1 and 2), b(G)= 1 
(since G has a cutpair), D(G) = 2 and z,(K) = 2 for any cutpair K of G. G has 
exactly two 3-pendants Si(3)er(3), each having the demand equal to 1, such that 
they belong to distinct K-blocks for any cutpair K of G. We can choose a pair of 
vertices USE S,(3) E r(3), i = 1,2, such that they satisfy the edge condition for G. 
Then it follows that c(G’) > 3, and, therefore, R(G) = T(G) = 1. 
Induction step. T(G) 3 2. By Lemma 4 and our inductive hypothesis, we have 
R(G)<R(G’)+l<T(G’)+l=T(G). I 
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6. THE PROOFSOF LEMMAS 2 THROUGH 4 
We provide the proofs of Lemmas 24 in this section. 
6.1. The Proof of Lemma 2 
Let E, be any m inimum solution: c(G + ER) > 3 and I E, 1 = R(G). First we 
show that 1 E, 1 2 [D(G)/21 if c(G) < 3. We note that if SE r(m) has LD,(S) > 
max{3-d,(S),O} for m<3 then ISI >m and m<2. 
Case 1. For any Sir such that SC S’ for some S’~r(2), S has D,(S)= 1 
if and only if S is a 3-pendant of G. For each 3-pendant SC s’, we have 
S - K(S) # 0 and E, contains an edge (u, u) with u E S - K(S) and u 4 S u K(S). If 
c(G) = 2 then D(G) is equal to the total number of 3-pendants of G  and, therefore, 
IERIaP(W2-l. 
Case 2. For any S E r(2) such that S c S’ for some S’ E r( 1) with D,(S) > 0, we 
have ISI#2 and d,(S)>O. If 3-d,(S)>LD,(S) then O<&(S)<3 and 
S - X,(S) # 0. E, contains 3-d,(S) edges (u, u) with u E S - X,(S) and 
u $ S u X,(S) such that they are incident upon distinct vertices of S - X,(S) if 
ISI # 1 and d,(S)= 1. 
Suppose that 3 - d,(S) < LD,(S). Then ) S( > 2 and Case 1 shows that S 
includes at least LD,(S) distinct vertices, each of which is an endvertex of an edge 
of E,. Hence if c(G) = 1 then ) E,I > rD(G)/2]. 
Case3. For any Sir such that SC V(G), we have &(S)=O and DG(S)a3. 
If 3 - &(S)( = 3) > LD,(S) then E, contains three edges (u, u) with u E S and 
u E V(G) - S such that they are incident upon distinct vertices of S unless 
1 S(l)1 = 1. 
Suppose that 3 -&(S) < LD,(S). Then ISI > 1 and Sgr(3). If ISI =2 then 
G[S] consists of exactly one edge (ui, u2) and LD,(S) = 4. E, contains four edges 
(vi, u:), (ui, u,!‘), i = 1, 2, with vi, uy E V(G) - S. If 1 Sl > 2 then SE r(2) or S contains 
a cutpoint of G. The discussion of Cases 1 and 2 can be applied to each S’ E r(2) 
such that s’ E S” for some S” E r( 1). Thus if c(G) = 0 then 1 E, I 2 rD(G)/2]. 
Next we show that R(G) > b(G). Suppose that G  has 5 components, and let K be 
a maximum cutpair of G: 
b,(K)=z,(K)+t-2=&G). 
E, has a partition 
E,=E,uE, with(E,I=l-1 andc(G+E,)>O. 
K is also a cutpair of H = G + E, , and each addition of an edge of Ez may have one 
of the following effects (i)-(iii): 
(i) Reducing the number of K-blocks of type 1 or 2 by one if the edge joins 
distinct K-blocks of type 1 or 2. 
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(ii) Reducing the number of K-blocks of type 3 by one if the edge joins one 
K-block of type 3 to another one of type 1 or 2. 
(iii) Reducing the number of K-blocks of type 3 by one, or reducing the 
number of K-blocks of type 3 by two with the increase in the number of K-blocks 
of type 1 or 2 by one, if the edge joins distinct K-blocks of type 3. Thus 
I&l >z,(K)-1 >&y(K)- 1, R(G)>(<- l)+z,(K)-1 =b(G). 1 
6.2. An Admissible Pair of Vertices u,, u2 
We will make preparations for the proofs of Lemmas 3 and 4. Suppose that 
T(G) 2 2. There are three cases: 
(A)c(G)=O; (B) c(G) = 1: (C) c(G) = 2; 
and another three cases: 
(1) I-D(G)Pl>b(G); W)rD(G)/21<b(G); 
(III) rD(G)Pl=b(G), 
totaling nine cases by their combination. We choose a pair of vertices ui , uz E V(G) 
and denote G’ = G + (ui, u2) by fixing this pair. Their choice will be given for each 
of these nine cases. Let S,(m)Er(m) denote the m-component in which ui is to be 
contained for i= 1, 2 and m = c(G) + 1, . . . . 3. Note that Si(3)s ... cS,(c(G)+ l), 
i= 1,2. 
First, we always choose a pair of vertices a1 and u2 satisfying (1) and (2), which 
are assumed in the following: 
(1) the edge condition for G, 
(2) if rD(G)/Zl< b(G) then (i) and (ii) hold: 
(i) Kn (a,, a*} = @ for any maximum cutpair K of G, and 
(ii) if ui is contained in a K-block of type 2 or 3 for some maximum cutpair 
K of G then Si(2) is a 2-pendant in this K-block for i= 1,2. 
Now U, (or Si(m)), i = 1,2, are chosen as in the following nine cases. 
(A) (I). c(G) =0 and rD(G)/21> b(G). S,(m) is an m-pendant of G for 
i= 1, 2 and m= 1, . . . . 3. 
(A) (II). c(G)=0 and rD(G)/21<b(G). If rD(G)/21 <b(G) then G has 
exactly one maximum cutpair K.(by Proposition 3). If [D(G)/21 <b(G) then we 
can show that fi (K) > 2 (even if c(G) > 0). Iffi(K) +f3(K) 2 1 then S, (3) is con- 
tained in a K-block of type 2 or 3, if f,(K) =f3 (K) = 0 then S, (3) is contained in 
a K-block of type 1, and S,(m) is an m-pendant of G for m = 1, . . . . 3. (Note that 
Si(3), i= 1, 2, belong to distinct components of G.) 
(ANW c(G) = 0 and rD(G)/21= b(G). G has at most two maximum cut- 
pairs (by Proposition 4). If G has exactly one maximum cutpair K then fi (K) > 2, 
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and we choose ui, i= 1, 2, similarly to (A)(H). If G  has two maximum cutpairs K;, 
i = 1,2, then they belong to distinct components of G , 5 = 2 and zG (K,) =fr (Ki) for 
i= 1,2 (by the equality conditions (1) and (2)). Si(3) is contained in a K,-block of 
type 1 for i= 1,2. 
(B) (I). c(G) = 1 and [D(G)/21 > b(G). Choose ui, i = 1,2, such that S,(m) is 
an m-pendant of G  for i = 1,2 and m = 2,3. 
(B) (II). c(G) = 1 and [D(G)/21 <b(G). G  has exactly one maximum cutpair 
K Si (3), i = 1, 2, belong to distinct K-blocks of G . If fi (K) +f3 (K) b 2 then 
S,(2), i = 1, 2, are 2-pendants included in these two K-blocks of type 2 or 3; if 
f,(K) +f3(K)= 1 then S,(3) is included in a K-block of type 1 and S,(2) is a 
2-pendant contained in the K-block of type 2 or 3. (Note that f,(K) 22.) 
(B)(III). c(G)= 1 and rD(G)/21=b(G). If G  has exactly one maximum 
cutpair K then choose ui, i= 1,2, similarly to (B)(II). Suppose that G  has at least 
two maximum cutpairs. According to Propositions 24, there are five situations as 
given in (1) and (2) below, and one or two examples in each situation are given in 
Figs. 4, 5( 1 t(4), and 6(l)-(4). 
(1) All maximum cutpairs are included in one 2-connected subgraph H of 
G  (Fig. 4), where H has a cutpoint u that is contained in all maximum 
cutpairs of G . Every cutpoint u’( # u) of G  has zG (u’) = 2, (u, u’) E E(G), 
it is a bridge of G  and any maximum cutpair K has zG (K) =fr (K) + r,, 
where fi (K) 2 2 and t, is the number of K-blocks of type 3 containing 
21. 
(2) There are two maximum cutpairs Ki, i= 1, 2, belonging to distinct 
u-blocks for a cutpoint u of G . In this case, u = w if K, n K2 = {w}, 
zG(u) = 2 if K, n K, = 0, any other cutpoint u’ ( #u) has zG(u’) = 2, 
(u, u’) E E(G) and it is a bridge of G . Each maximum cutpair K, has 
zG(Ki)=fl(Ki)+tz, wheref,(K,)>2, i=l,2, 
1 
t, = 
if K,nK,=fa, 
t U’ if K,nK,= {w}, 
K1 
U 
FIG. 4. An example of the situation where c(G)= 1, rD(G)/21=b(G)= 3, G  has at least two 
maximum cutpairs and all maximum cutpairs belong to one 2-connected subgraph of G. 
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(3) (4) 
FIG. 5. Examples of possible situations (l)-(4), where c(G) = 1, [D(G)/21 = b(G) = 2, and G has at 
least two maximum cutpairs belonging to distinct o-blocks for some cutpoint II of G. (1) K, u K2 and 
K, belong to distinct u-blocks with v E K,, i = 1,2, 3; (2) K, u K2 and K, belong to distinct o-blocks with 
UE K,, i= 1,2, and u$ K,; (3) K,, i= 1, 2, 3, belong to distinct u-blocks with DE K,, i= 1,2, 3; (4) K,, 
i= 1, 2, belong to distinct u-blocks and u$ K,, i= 1, 2. 
and t, is the number of K,-blocks of type 3 containing w. Hence there are four 
situations as shown in Fig. 5( 1 k(4), and each of them has another case having at 
least one bridge as in Figs. 6(l)-(4). We have zG(u) =z,(u’) = 2 in Figs. 6(l)-(4) 
and zG(u) = 2 in Fig. 5(4). If G has exactly two maximum cutpairs then consider 
K,, K, in Figs. 5(l), (2) and 6(l), (2); K,, K, in Figs. 5(3), (4) and 6(3), (4). 
Choose ui, i= 1,2, as shown in these figures, where u2 may be included in a 
u’-block not containing u in Fig. 4. Note that S,(3), i = 1,2, -always belong to 
distinct K,-blocks of type 1 and that S,(3) is chosen from a 2-pendant if possible, 
for i=l,2. 
Before explaining how to choose ui and u2 in the case with c(G) = 2, we show 
the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Suppose that c(G) = 2. If one of (1 t(3) below holds then there 
are 3-pendants Si(3)er(3), i= 1,2, such that the 3-augmenting set A(S,(3), S,(3)) 
of G containing Si(3), i= 1,2, is not a 3-pendant of G’ and such that any cutpair K 
to be mentioned in (2) or (3) has zo,(K’)=z,(K’)- 1. 
(1) G has at least four 3-pendants and z,(K) = 2 for any cutpair K of G. 
(2) (4) 
FIG. 6. Other examples of possible situations (1 t(4), where c(G) = 1, [D(G)/21 = b(G) = 2, and G  
has at least two maximum cutpairs belonging to distinct v-blocks for some cutpoint u of G. (lt(4) are 
obtained from (l)-(4) of Fig. 5 by replacing the cutpoint u by a bridge (u, v’), respectively. 
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(2) G has exactly one maximum cutpair K with zo (K) > 2, has at least ,four 
3-pendants and b(G) < rD(G)/21. 
(3) G has distinct cutpairs K, and K, with zo(Ki) > 2, i= 1, 2. 
(The proof is given in Appendix 3.) 
Note that if G has two maximum cutpairs K,, i = 1,2, separating each other then 
c(G) =2 and b(G) =b(K,)= 1, i= 1, 2. That is, rD(G)/21> b(G) = 1, since we 
assume that T(G) 3 2. Hence if h(G) 3 2 then we consider only the case where no 
two maximum cutpairs separate each other. 
(C) (I). c(G) =2 and rD(G)/21> b(G). If D(G) = 3 then Si(3), i= 1,2, are 
distinct 3-pendants of G. Suppose that D(G) 3 4. Then there are three cases: 
(a) any cutpair K of G has zG (K) = 2, 
(b) G has exactly one maximum cutpair K with z,(K) > 2, 
(c) G has distinct maximum cutpairs Ki with z,(Ki) > 2, i= 1, 2. 
We choose Si(3), i= 1,2, such that D,,(A)=0 for the 3-augmenting set A of G 
with respect to u1 and u2, where Si(3)~Agr(3)‘, i=l,2, and G’=G+(u,,u,). 
(Note that Proposition 5 assures this choice.) 
(C) (II). c(G) = 2 and rD(G)/21 <b(G). G h as exactly one maximum cutpair 
K, and Si(3), i = 1,2, belong to distinct K-blocks. 
(C) (III). c(G)=2 and rD(G)/21=h(G). G has at most two maximum cut- 
pairs by Proposition 4(2), and any maximum cutpair K has zG (K) > 2. We choose 
ui, i= 1, 2, such that the 3-augmenting set A with respect to U, and u2 is not a 
3-pendant of G’ and such that they are separated by any maximmum cutpair of G. 
(This choice is assured by Proposition 5.) 
A pair of vertices ui, i = 1,2, chosen in the nine cases as above is called an 
admissible pair of G. It is clear that we can always choose an admissible pair if 
T(G) > 2, and we obtain the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6. The following (1) and (2) hold 
(1) We can always choose an admissible pair ui, i= 1, 2, if T(G) > 2, and 
S,(m) is unique for i= 1, 2 and m = c(G) + 1, . . . . 3. 
(2) ZfrD(G)/21<b(G) then b(G’)=b(G)-1 for G’=G+(u,,u,). 
6.3. A Created Cutpair and an m-Augmenting Set 
Let B,, B,, . . . . B, be the candicate chain of G with respect to ui and u2, let 
another sequence w0 = ui, w,, . . . . w,+, , w, = u2 be the terminal chain, and let 
Bb, . . . . B;. be the subchain. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let K be any cutpair of G’. Then (l)-(3) hold: 
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(1) If K is a cutpair of G and c(G) = 0 then 
~G,(W = 
b,(K) - 1 if {u1,u2}nK=/a, 
b,(K) otherwise. 
(2) If K is a cutpair of G and c(G)>0 then 
b,W= 
b,(K) - 1 ifu, and uz belong to distinct K-blocks of G, 
b (K) 
G  otherwise. 
(3) Zf K is not a cutpair of G then c(G) = 1, p,,(K)= 2, and 
b,,(K) < [o(G)/21 - 1. 
Proof We prove only (3). Suppose that K is not a cutpair of G : the addition of 
the edge (ui, u2) creates the cutpair K of G ’. Then c(G)= 1, 1 (u,, u2} n KJ $1, 
there is SE r(2)’ such that KS S’, and K has at least two K-blocks of G ’. If we 
delete the edge (u,, u2) from G ’, then K is no longer a cutpair. Hence pa,(K) = 2 
and S’ is a 2-augmenting set of G  with respect to U, and u2. It follows that 
s’ = B(u, > u,), KE {w,,, . . . . w,} 
for the terminal chain wO, . . . . w,. Put K= {wi, wj}, where if Kn (w,,, w,} # 0 then 
let {wj}=Kn{w,, w,}. For simplicity we denote zk=zG(wk), k= 1, . . . . r - 1. 
Clearly 
b,,(K) = 
zi- 1 if Kn{w,,w,}={wj}andwjisnotacutpointofG, 
z,+z,-3 otherwise. 
If r=2 then rD(G)/21az,, {wO, w,}nK#a, and w,EK. Thus 
b,,(K) = z, - 1, rD(G)/21> b,.(K) + 1. 
Next suppose that r > 2. Let zk(i) and zkc2) be a maximum and a second maxi- 
mum of { zi , . . . . z rp,}, respectively. Since D,(B,)> 2, it is easy to see that 
rD(G)/21Bzk(l)+z~(2)-2~zy, q= 1, . . . . r- 1. 
Hence 
rD(G)/21>Zi+Zj-2>Zi, /-D(G)/21 6 b,,(K) + 1, I 
Remark 2. (1) We have S’ E S for any m-augmenting set S’ E r(m)’ and some 
SE r(m - 1) with c(G) <m < 3, since the addition of the edge (u,, u2) to G  increases 
the number of pairwise disjoint (u, u’)-paths between any pair u, u’ E V(G) by at 
most one. 
(2) If c(G) = 0 then S, (1) u S,( 1) is the unique l-augmenting set of G . 
(3) If c(G) = 1 then G  has a cutpoint separating ui from u2 (since 1 V(G)1 > 3) 
and B(u,, u2) is the unique 2-augmenting set of G . 
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Let SE r(3)’ n r(3) and SE B(u,, uz). Then there is a member Bi of the candidate 
chain such that either (i) S= Bi with 1 Bil = 1, or (ii) S c Bi with ) Bil > 3. Let 
W = {w, w’ > be the terminals of Bi. If M,(w, w’)=2 then 1 WnSl61. If 
MG(w, w’)83 then W# {ul, u2) and there is S’er(3)‘nr(3) such that WES’, 
where S’ may be equal to S. We have 
dG,(S) = 
i 
b(S) + 1 if ]SC-J {u,, uz}j = 1, 
d,(S) otherwise. 
Let A denote any 3-augmenting set of G with respect to aI and u2. There is a 
member B: of the subchain such that A E B; s B(u,, ZQ) and ) B:la 3. We have 
M,(w, w’)=2 and W= { w, w’} E A for the terminals w, w’ of B;. 
Remark 3. We can prove the following (l)-(4), whose proofs are omitted 
(see [ 123): 
FIG. 7. Simple examples of a 3-augmenting set A in a member of the subchain, where w and w’ 
are the terminals: 1 A 1 = 2 in (1); 1 A 1 = 3 in (2) and (3), and 1 A I 3 4 in (4). Note that there are two 
3-augmenting sets of cardinality 3 in (3). 
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(1) 2< IAl ~3 if (w w’)EE(G) (Figs. 7(l), (2)) or if Wis a cutpair of G  with 
w not adjacent to w’ (Fig. 7(3)), and I A 1 2 4 otherwise (Fig. 7(4)). 
(2) A is the unique 3-augmenting set in B: if 1 A 1 # 3 (Figs. 7(l), (2), (4)), and 
there are at most two 3-augmenting sets in B: otherwise (Fig. 7(3)). 
(3) If 2 6 1 A 1~ 3 then B: has a vertex which is not a member of any 3- 
augmenting set of G  included in B: (Figs. 7( 1 k(3)). Also if 1 A 1 = 3 then any SE r(3) 
such that SGA has 1 Sl=2 (Figs. 7(2), (3)). 
(4) If 1 A 1 > 4 then the following (i) and (ii) hold: 
(i) G  has a (w, w’) cutpair, and if G  has any cutpair K’ separating two 
vertices of A then K’ is a (w, w’) cutpair. 
(ii) For each u E B:- A, G’ has a cutpair K, c A such that {o} and A 
belong to distinct KU-blocks and such that K, is also a cutpair of G. 
PROPOSITION 8. For any SE r(3) such that SC A, 
if ISn (ul, uz)I = 1, 
otherwise. 
Proof: We prove only the case where ) Sl 2 4 and ui $ S, i = 1,2. In this case, 
ISn WI < 1, and we use Remark 3(4)(i). If 1 Sn WI = 1, say WES, then w is a cut- 
point of G  and G has a (w, w’) cutpair K, E S. If S n W= Qj then G has distinct 
(w, w’) cutpairs K’and K” such that K’ u K” s S, where S and {w} (S and {w’ }, 
respectively) belong to distinct K-blocks (distinct K”-blocks) of G. Hence 
d,(S) > 2 and D&S) = 0 in both cases. 1 
We also obtain the following proposition whose proof is omitted. (Remark 3(3) 
shows that I A 1 > 4 if A = B:.) 
PROPOSITION 9. Zfc(G)= 1 then 
if A = B: and Bi - W  includes no cutpoint of G, 
otherwise. 
If c(G) =2 then (i) D,.(A)< 1 and (ii) D,.(A)= 1 if and only if A is a 3-pendant 
of G’ such that A # V(G’). 
For each member B: of the subchain with 1 B:l > 3, G’ has S’ E r(3)’ such that 
s’ E Bi and WE s’. Each of such s’ is called a primal 3-component in Bi of G’. 
Figure 8 shows an example of B:, 0 c i < t’, having two primal 3-components. 
Remark 4. Let c(G) = 1 and S’ be any primal 3-component in B: of G’, and 
suppose that B:-- S’ # Qr. Then 1 B:l > 3, and we can show the following (1) 
and (2): 
(1) If i= t’ then B: includes a 3-pendant S” of G’ such that S” # S’ and 
S” E r(3). If Bb is a 2-pendant of G  then similarly to B;,. 
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FIG. 8. An example of a member B:, 1 < i < t’, of the subchain, where B: includes S, s’ E r(3) such 
thatS=Wu{x,,x,}andS’=Wu{y,,y,}for W={ w, IV’}. Both S and s’ are 3-pendants of G and 
of G’. 
(2) If 0 < i < t’ and B: has no 3-pendant of G’ then Bi - W includes a cutpoint 
of G and, therefore, d,(B:) > 3. If Bb is not a 2-pendant of G then Bb - W has a 
cutpoint and d, ( Bb) > 2. 
6.4. The Proof of Lemma 3 
The case with c(G) = 0. S,, = S, (1) u S, (1) E r( 1)’ is the only l-augmenting 
set of G, r(k)‘=r(k) if2dk<3, and r(l)- {S,(l), S,(l)}=r(l)‘- {S,,}. We will 
show that, for any SE r(k)‘, 
if S#Sj(k), 16k63, 
if S= Sj(k), 2 6 k d 3, 
if S=S,* 
and that 
D(G) - D(G’) = 2. 
If SE r(k)‘, 2 <k < 3, then SE r(k) and we have 
LD,,(S) = 
1 
LD,(S)- 1 if S=Si(k)fori=10ri=2, 
LD,(S) otherwise, 
ED,,(S) = 
I 
ED,(S)- 1 if S=Si(k)fori=l ori=2, 
ED,(S) otherwise. 
It follows that DG(S) - DG,(S) has the desired value as mentioned. 
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We consider the case where SE r( 1)‘. If S # Sr2 then LD,,(S) = LD,(S) and, 
therefore, 
D,,(S)=max{3-d,.(S), LD,.(S)} =max{3-d,(S), LD,(S)} =DJS). 
Next suppose that .S = S,,. Let Si denote S;(l), i= 1, 2, for simplicity. Assume that 
where 
LD,(S) = LD,(S) - 2 > 3, 
LD,(S) = D,(S,) +D,(U. 
Then we obtain D(G)-D(G’) =2 as follows: If S= V(G) then 
D(G’)=LD,.(S)=LD,(S)-2= c DG(Si)-2=D(G)-2. 
i=l,Z 
If S# V(G) then 
DG,(S)=max{3-d,,(S), LD,.(S)}=max{3-0, LD,(S)-2) 
=LD,(S)-2=D,(S)-2 
and, therefore, 
D(G’) = 1 DG,(S’) + DG,(S) 
SIEI(1)’ 
= c D,(S’)+LD,(S)-2 
SET(l) 
= c DG(S’)+ c DG(Si) -2 
S)EI(l)’ ( i=l,2 > 
= D(G) - 2, 
where S’~l(l)‘nr(l), SC V(G), and s’#S. 
Now we show that 
LD,,(S) = LD,(S) - 2 > 3 for S=S,,. 
There are three cases (a)-(c): 
(a) Si has LD,(S,)>3-d,(Si)( =3), i= 1,2. 
(b) OneofSi,i=l,2,sayS,, hasLD.(S,)<3-d,(S,)(=3) 
and the other, S,, has LD,(S,) > 3 - d,(S,)( = 3). 
(c) Si has LD,(S,) < 3 -dG(Si)( = 3), i= 1,2. 
We consider only (b); the proofs in the other cases are similar. In (b), 
SiE r(2) - r(3), 1 S, 1 2 4, and G  has a cutpair separating two vertices of S,. S, 
includes distinct 3-pendants of G  and LD,(S,) > 1, showing that 
LD,(SI) = 2, DG(S,) = 3 - &(Sr) = 3, 
LD,(S) = DG(SI) + DG(S2) = 3 + LD,(S,) 2 3 + 3 = 6. 
571/46/I-9 
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On the other hand, 
s, E r(2)‘, dG’(S1) = 1, LD,,(Si) = LD,(S,) - 1 = 1, 
LD,, (S,) = LD, (S,) - 12 2. 
Since D,,(S,)=max{3 -dG.,(S1), l} =2, we have 
LD,.(S) = C D,,(S’)=D,~(S,)+LD,~(&) 
S’ E r(2)‘; s’ E s 
=2+LD,(S2)-l=LD,(S,)+l. 
Thus 
LD,,(S) = LD,(S) - 2 > 3. 
The case with c(G) = 1. Let B,, B,, . . . . B, be the candidate chain of G with respect 
to an admissible pair U, and u2, let another sequence Bb, . . . . B:. be the subchain 
and put B = B(u,, u2)( = B, u . . u B,) in the following. The next remark is useful 
in the following discussion. 
Remark 5. Let Bi be any member of the candidate chain. Then the following 
(l)-(3) hold: 
(1) If Big r(2) and Bj~ r(3) then Bi is a cutpoint of G and there is 
H~r(2)nr(2)’ such that B,cH and H-B#@, where B= B(ul, u2) (consider a 
graph obtained by replacing the 3-component H of Fig. 3 by a simple cycle 
containing v). That is, 1 B, 1 = 1, B, E r(3)’ with D,(B,) = 0 and 0 < i < t. Such Bi 
does not appear in the computation of the value 
LD,(B)= c D,(S)> 
SEr(2);SLB 
where BE r(2)’ - r(2). And Bi has no contribution to the value 
even if it appears in the computation. 
(2) If Bi$r(2) and Bi#r(3) then there is H’Er(3)nr(3)‘such that B,cH 
and H’ - B # 4, Bi is a cutpoint of G and it has no contribution to LD, (B) or 
LD,, (B) (see Fig. 3 in which H is considered as H’ ). 
(3) If Bier(2) and it is not a member of the subchain then Bi is a cutpoint 
of G, Bicr(3)nr(3)‘, 0~ i< t, and D,,(Bi)=D,(Bi). 
If there is some S’ E r(2)’ such that S’ #B then s’ E r(2), ui$ S’, i= 1,2, and 
D,,(S’) = D,(S’). Hence 
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D(G)-D(G’)= 1 DG(S)- c DGs(SI) 
Ser(2) SIET(2)’ 
= 1 D,(S)+ c DG(S) 
SEr(2);SCL-d SEr(Z);S-E#@ 
- (D,,(B) + c DG(s)) 
s’ E r(2)‘; S’ - I3 f ( 
=LD,(B)-D,.(B) 
=LD,(B)-max{3-d,.(B),LD,.(B)), 
where we set 3 - d,.(B) = 0 if B = V(G). Moreover, B, is a 2-pendant of G and 
3-d,(B,)=2; 3-d,(B,)<l if O<i<t; if B, is a 2-pendant of G then 
3 - d, (B,) = 2; if B, is not a 2-pendant of G then 3 - d, (B,) 6 1. 
In the following we will show that 
(I) 3-d,,(B)<LD,.(B)ifB# I’(G), and 
(II) yi = 1 if and only if i = 0 or i = t’, 
where yi is defined only for members B: of the subchain: 
y, = max { 3 - d, (B:), LD, (B:) } - LD,. (B:), 0 < i < t’. 
Before their proofs we show that the desired result follows if (I) and (II) are proved. 
Suppose that (I) and (II) are proved. If B # V(G) then D,.(B) = LD,, (B). If 
B = V(G) then we set 3 - dGp (B) = 0 and D,,(B) = LD,, (B) in the definition. 
Remark 1 shows that 
LD,,(B) = 1 DG(S’)= 1 LD,,(B;). 
S’cr(3)‘;S’cE i=o, f 
Use Remark 5 and we obtain 
D(G)-D(G’)=LD,(B)-LD,.(B) 
=LD,(B)- 1 LD,.(B,) 
i=O, f 
= c [DJBJ-LD&B;)] 
j = 0, f’ 
=j=; ,, Cmax(3 -4AB;h DAB;)} - LD,@;)l 
=j.pj=Yo+Y,.=2, 
and the desired result follows. 
We proceed to the proof of (II). (I) can be proved after the proof of (II). First 
we can prove the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 10. Let c(G) = 1 and SE r(3)’ such that S c Bj ( # V(G)) for some 
member Bi of the candidate chain. Then (1) and (2) hold. 
iflSn {Ul, &}I = 1, 
otherwise, 
except the following cases (a) and (b) for the set W= {w, w’ } of the terminals of B,, 
where w=ul $Bj=B,: 
(a) S&r(3), S= B,, S- W has no cutpoint of G and JSn {ul, uz)I = 1. 
(b) S 4 r(3), S = Bi, S - W has no cutpoint of G, and ui .$ S, i = 1, 2. 
(2) If(l)(a) holds then LD.(S)=D,,(S)= 1 and DG(Bj)=2. If(l)(b) holds 
then LD,(S) = 0 and DGz(S) = 1 = D,(B,). 
(The proof is given in Appendix 4.) 
Let B: be any member of the subchain such that there is a primal 3-component 
S in B: of G’ such that W= (w, w’ > c SE B: for the terminals w, w’ of B:. Suppose 
that M,(w, w’) = 2. Then S$ r(3). If i= 0 or i= t’ then Remark 3(3) shows that 
ISI#3(sinceSj(3)~SandD,(Sj(3))31)and,therefore,Sisunique.IfO<i<t’ 
and I SI = 3 then B: may include another 3-augmenting set S’ such that I S’ 1 = 3 and 
WCS’ (see Fig. 7(3)). In this case DG,(S) = DGs(S’) =O, and any S” or such 
that S” ES u S’ has DG(S”) = 0. 
Suppose that M,(w, w’) B 3. Then SE r(3). If i= 0 or i = t’ then W is not a 
cutpair of G, I S I 2 4, and S is unique. If 0 < i < t’ then B: may include another 
3-component S’ E r(3) such that Ws S’ (see Fig. 8). 
There are two cases (a) i=O or i= t’ and (b) O<i< t’ in the proof that yi= 1 if 
and only if either i= 0 or i= t’. Note that if Bb is not a 2-pendant of G with 
c(G) < 1 then u1 and u2 are chosen in Cases (B)(II), (III) in 6.2. 
(a) i=O or i= t’. We will show y, = 1. There are two subcases (i) and (ii). 
(i) Suppose that Bi 4 r(3)‘. Then there is a primal 3-component S in B: of 
G’ such that SC B:, and B: includes another 3-component of G’. Since 
S is the unique primal 3-component in Bj of G’, any S’ E r(3)’ such that 
S’ E B: and S’ # S is a 3-component of G such that S’ - S # a, and 
vice versa. All such S’ E r(3)’ have D,,(S’) = DG(S’), and if B: is a 2- 
pendant of G then at least one of them, say S”, has DGf(S”) = 1. 
Proposition 10 shows that LD,(S) - DG,(S) = 1, where LD,(S) = 
DG(S) if Sir. First suppose that either i= t’ or Bi with i=O is a 
2-pendant of G. Then 
LD,(B:)aD,(S”)+LD,(S)= 1 +LD,(S)>2>3-d,(B;), 
LD,(B;) > DG,(S”) = 1. 
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Next suppose that Bj with i = 0 is not a 2-pendant of G . Then 
LD,(B;)>LD,(S)>1>3-d,(B;.), LD,,(B:) 3 0. 
Hence, in both cases, we have 
vi=LD,(B;)-LD,.(B:) 
= 
[ 
1 DG(S’)+LDG(S) 
SIET(3) 1 
- c DG,(S”) +D,(S) = 1, 
S” E r( 3)’ 1 
where s’ c B: with S’ - S # @ , and S” c B: with S” #S. 
(ii) Suppose that Bi E r(3)‘. First assume that Bi E r(3). If i = t’ or if B;. with 
i = 0 is a 2-pendant of G  then 
3 - d,(B:) = LD,(B:) = DG(B:) = 2, LD,.(B;) = DG,(B:) = 1. 
If Bj with i=O is not a 2-pendant of G  then 
3-d,(B:)=LD,(B;)=D,(B;)=l, LD..(B;)=D,.(B;)=O. 
Thus, in both cases, we have 
J’i=LD,(B:)-LD,,(Bi)= 1. 
Next assume that BIgr(3). Then 1 SJ >,4 (by Remark 3(3)). We use 
Proposition lo(l)(a) and (2) by setting both S and Bj to B;.. If i= t’ or 
if B: with i = 0 is a 2-pendant of G  then 
LD,(B:) = D,,(B;) = 1, DG(B;)=2=3-d,(B;)>LD,(B;), 
Y~=~-~,(B:)-LD,,(B:)=~-~,(B:)-D,,(B:)=~-~z 1. 
If B: with i = 0 is not a 2-pendant of G  then 
LD,(B;)=1>3-d,(B;), LD,. (B;) = D,. (B;) = 0, 
yi=LD,(B;)-LD,,(B;)=LD,(B;)-D,.(B;)=l-O=l. 
(b) 0 < i < t’. The similar discussion shows that yi = 0. 
Thus (II) is proved: 
i 
1 if i = 0 or i = t’, 
Yi= 0 otherwise. 
The discussion of (a) shows that if Bb is a 2-pendant of G  then 
LD,, (B) > LD,, (B,) + LDG, (B,) 2 2, 
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where B, = Bb and B, = B:, . If B # V(G) then 3 - d,,(B) < 2 and, therefore, 
3-d,.(B)<LD,.(B). 
The remaining case is that Bb ( = B,) is not a 2-pendant of G. Suppose that #, is 
not a 2-pendant of G. Then u1 and u2 are chosen in Case (B)(II) or (III) in 6.2. 
Furthermore, c(G) = 1, rD(G)/21 Q b(G), G has exactly one maximum cutpair K, 
fi (K) = 1 and f3 (K) = 0. We have b(G) = fi (K). Since the K-block of type 2 
contains at least two cutpoints of G, 
D(G)dfl(K)+4, or VWW.1~ rfl WY21+2. 
It follows that f,(K) 3 4, meaning that Bb- S contains at least three 3-pendants 
of G’. That is, LD,, (B) > 3 > 3 - d,,(B) if Bb is not a 2-pendant of G. 
Thus (I) is proved. 
6.5. The Proof of Lemma 4 
Let ul, u2 be an admissible pair of G and A,,=A(S,(3), S,(3)) for ,Si(3)~r(33, 
i = 1, 2. The addition of (u,, u2) to G creates some cutpairs only if c(G) I 1. 
Proposition 7(3), however, shows that each created cutpair has nothing to do with 
the computation of T(G) - T(G’). Note that D(G) is equal to the total number of 
3-pendants of G. There are three cases. 
Case 1. b(G)> rD(G)/21. G has exactly one maximum cutpair K (by 
Proposition 3) and b,(K) = T(G). If O< c(G) <2 then, by Lemma 3, 
rD(G)/21- rD(G’)/21= 1. If c(G) = 2 then G’ has at most (D(G) - 1) 3-pendants 
and, therefore, rD(G)/21> rD(G’)/21. We have b,,(K) = b,(K) - 1 by Proposi- 
tions 6 and 7, and, therefore, b(G’) = b(G) - 1. 
Case 2. b(G)< rD(G)/21. Proposition 7 shows that b(G)ab(G’). It is easy to 
see that [D(G)/21 - rD(G’)/21= 1 if 0 d c(G) < 1 (by Lemma 3) or if c(G) = 2 and 
D(G) = 3. If c(G) = 2 and D(G) > 4 then there are three subcases: 
(a) any cutpair K of G has z,(K) = 2. 
(b) G has exactly one maximum cutpair K with z,(K) > 2. 
(c) G has distinct maximum cutpairs Ki with z,(Ki) > 2, i= 1, 2. 
Since G,,(A,,)=O by the choice of U, and u2, we have rD(G’)/21= rD(G)/21- 1. 
Case 3. b(G)= rD(G)/21. First suppose that c(G) < 1. Any admissible pair 
gives rD(G)/21-- rD(G’)/Zl= 1 (by Lemma 3). If G has exactly one maximum 
cutpair then, similarly to Case 1, we have b(G’)= b(G)- 1. If G has at least two 
maximum cutpairs then, for any distinct maximum cutpairs Ki, i = 1, 2, Proposi- 
tion 3 shows that there are two subcases: 
(a) c(G) = 0 and the equality condition (2) holds. 
(b) c(G) = 1, K, does not separate K, and the equality condition (l)(i) holds. 
In each case we have b(G’) = b(G) - 1 by Proposition 6. 
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Next suppose that c(G) = 2. G  has at most two maximum cutpairs by Proposi- 
tion 4 and any maximum cutpair K of G has z,(K) > 2. There are two more 
subcases: 
(c) G  has exactly one maximum cutpair K and one of (i)-(iii) holds: 
(i) z,(K) = 3 and D(G) = 3; (ii) z,(K) = 3 and D(G) = 4; and (iii) zG(K) > 3 and 
D(G) >4. 
(d) G  has distinct maximum cutpairs Ki, i = 1, 2. 
Use Proposition 5 for all cases except (c)(i), and the choice of an admissible pair 
u,, u2 shows that 
rD(G)/21- rD(G’)/21= 1, b(G’)=b(G)-1 
in all cases including (c)(i), where Si(3)sA12~r(3)‘, i= 1,2, and 
&,(A,,) = :, 
(and, therefore, D(G’) = 2) in (c)(i), 
otherwise. [ 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
By using the O(N) algorithm of [S] with a slight modification as a subroutine, 
determining both b(G) and D(G) as well as choosing an admissible pair ur, u2 can 
be done in O(N*) time, where N=n,+n,. Hence G’ with T(G’ ) = T(G) - 1 can be 
constructed in O(N*) time. Since T(G) < [3n,/21, we obtain an O(~,(~,+II,)~) 
algorithm for finding a solution to the problem. 
Most of our ideas in the paper can be applied in solving the general unweighted 
k-VCA, whose time complexity is, however, still open. We expect a polynomial-time 
algorithm for the problem. 
APPENDIX 
1. The Proof of Proposition 3 
For simplicity we omit the subscript G. We have z(K,) = z(K,). Each K,-block 
of type 1 (type 2 or 3, respectively) has at least one 3-pendant (at least one 
2-pendant), each contributing at least one (at least two) to D(G). There are two 
cases: 
(1) K, and K2 belong to the same component of G, or 
(2) K, and K2 belong to distinct components of G. 
The proof of the case (2) is similar to that of the case (1) and is omitted. The 
equality condition (3) follows from the computation of a lower bound on D(G) in 
the proofs for cases (1) and (2). The case (1) has two subcases 
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(I) K, does not separate K,, and 
(II) K, separates K,. 
We prove only the case (1 )(I): 
K, u K2 belongs to one component of G and Ki does not separate K, 
If G has only K, then a lower bound X on D(G) is 
x=fi(K,)+2f,(K,)+2f,(K,)+3(5-1)=2z(Kt)-f,(K,)+3(5-1). 
We denote one of the two cutpairs by K, and the other by K, (j# i), and we 
incorporate the effect of the existence of K2. There are Cases 1 and 2, and Case 1 
has three subcases (i)-(iii). 
Case 1. K, u K2 is included in a 2-connected subgraph of G. 
(i) Ki is included in none of Kj-blocks of type 2, i = 1,2. (See 
K, = K,, Kj= K2 in Fig. 4 or 5(l), for example.) 
(ii) K, is included in a K,-block of type 1 and Kj is included in a K,-block 
of type 2. (See K,= K,, K,= K2 in Fig. Al.) 
(iii) Ki is included in a Kj-block of type 2, i= 1,2. (See Kj= K,, Ki = K2 in 
Fig. A2.) 
Case 2. G has a cutpoint v such that K, and K, belong to distinct v-blocks of 
G. (See K, and K,, instead of K, and K2, in Figs. 5(2) and Al.) 
For Case 1, let 
0 
t, = 
i 
ifKinK,=%, 
tw otherwise. 
In Case l(i), 
z(K,)=f,(K,)+t,,i=1,2, X=f,(K,)+2t,+3(5-1). 
Hence 
D(G)~(X-l)+(f,(K,)-1) 
=(fi(K,)+t,+5-2)+(f,(K,)+t,+~-2)+4:-1 
=26(G)+5-1. 
K2 
FIG. Al. An example where K, is in a K,-block of type 1 and K, is in a K,-block of type 2. 
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FIG. A2. An example where K, n K, = @  and K, is in a K,-block of type 2 for i, j = 1,2; i #j. 
In Case 1 (ii), we can assume, without loss of generality, that Ki = K, and K, = K, . 
In this case 
since Z(Ki) >fi (K;) + t, + 1, i = 1, 2. In Case l(iii), put 
x’ = w- 2) +f1 (fG) + W2W2) +f3W2) - t1- 1) 
( 
=2b(G)+r-l+ 1 (f,(K,)+f,(K,)-t,-1) . 
i=l,2 ) 
Note that f2(Ki)+f3(Ki)> t, + 1 for i= 1, 2. If f2(Ki)+f3(Ki)> t, + 1 for i= 1 or 
i=2 then 
X’>2b(G)+5-l+l, D(G) B X’ = 26(G) + 5. 
Suppose that f2(Ki)+f,(Ki)=t,+ 1 for i= 1,2. Then f2(Ki)= 1 andf,(K,)=t, for 
i = 1,2, and the situation with K, n K2 = Qr  is shown in Fig. A2. (The situation with 
K, n K, # @  is analogous.) We have f2 (Kz) > 2 or if f,(K,) = 1 then there is a 
cutpoint W” at the location as shown in Fig. A2. It follows that 
D(G)>X’+2=2b(G)+t+l. 
For Case 2, let 
1 
t2 = 
if K,nK,=@, 
t W’ otherwise. 
Since z(K)) 2fi (Ki) + tZ, i= 1, 2, 
WG)~(~-2)+f,(K,)+2(f,(K,)+f,(K,)-t,)~ 26(G)+{-1. 
Thus we have proved the first half of the lemma for the case (l)(I): 
P(G)Plb b(G) + ((5 - 1)/2) 2 b(G) 
in Cases l(i), 2, 
b(G) + (t/2) > b(G) in Cases l(ii), (iii). 
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Now suppose that b(G) = [-D(G)/21 in (l)(I). Then Cases l(ii) and (iii) can be 
excluded, and 5 = 1 in Cases l(i) and 2. Clearly the equality condition (3) holds 
andyi =fi(K2) in both cases. In Case l(i) (Case 2, respectively), we can show 
that (l)(i)(a) ((l)(i)(b)) of the equality conditions holds. 
In (l)(H), K, separates K,: 
b(G) = 5 + rw + t,o t, + t,, = t,, + t,., for K, = {w, w’}, K2= {u, u’}. 
We can show that 
D(G) 2 2b(G)+t+ 1>2b(G)+2 if fi(Kl)=O, 35-l if .f,W,)=Z 
where t, + t,, = 0 if fi (K,) = 2. Hence if b(G) = rD(G)/21 then b(G) = 5 = 1 and 
c(G) 2 2. The proof for (2): K, and K2 belong to distinct components of G, is easy 
and is omitted. 1 
2. The Proof of Proposition 4 
Let K,, i= 1, 2, 3, be distinct maximum cutpairs of G. Since b(G) 22, none of 
them separates any of the others. Proposition 3 can be applied to any pair of them. 
Hence f, (K,) =f, (K2) =fi (K,), and it suffices to consider Cases l(i) and 2 in the 
proof (l)(I) of Proposition 3. The assumption that G has no cutpoint means that 
z(K,) =fi (Ki) > 3, i = 1,2, 3. This shows a contradiction such that 
D(G)> c (fi(Ki)- l)+ 1=26(G)+ 1. 
i=1,2 
Hence G has a cutpoint o. Since we consider Cases l(i) and 2, and since the equality 
conditions hold, there are two cases (see Figs. 46): 
(i) K, u K, s V(H) for a 2-connected subgraph H of G and V(H) contains 
only one cutpoint v = w E K, n K,. 
(ii) K, and K2 belong to distinct u-blocks of G. 
In both cases we can show that 
fi Wi) = 2, h(Ki)6 1, i= 1, 2, 3, 
where f2(Ki)= 1 in the situations shown in Figs. 5(2), (4), and 6(2), (4). 
Parts (l)-(3) of the proposition follows from the equality condition (3). 1 
3. The Proof of Proposition 5 
Since c(G)=?, any set Ss V(G) has D,(S)< 1. We have D,(S)= 1 if and only 
if SE r(3) and is a 3-pendant of G. In the following we always choose a pair of 
vertices ui, i= 1, 2, or u:, i = 1, 2, satisfying the edge condition for G unless 
otherwise stated. 
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The proof in the case (1). If G  has a pair u:, i = 1, 2, such that (u; , u;} is a 
cutpair of G  then Remark 3( 1) to be given in 6.3 shows that, for the 3-augmenting 
set A containing them, 1 A ( < 4 and A is not a 3-pendant of G ’. We consider the 
case where no pair of vertices u i, u2 makes a cutpair of G . Clearly G  has a pair of 
vertices satisfying the edge condition for G , and we choose such pair ur, u2 of G . 
Let ,Si=Si(3)Er(3), i=l,2, and put A,,=A(S,,S,). Then IAr2/ 24 (by 
Remark 3( 1)). Suppose that A 12 is a 3-pendant of G ’. The A,,-cutpair 
K,,( = K(A,,)) of G ’ is a cutpair of G  and has P~,(K,~) =pG(Klz) = 2. Let H, and 
H, denote the two K,,-blocks of G , where A,, = V(H,). Al2 includes Si, i = 1,2, 
and no other 3-pendants of G  are included. Therefore H, contains distinct 
3-pendants S3 and S4 of G . We can choose ui E S,, uj E S,, 1 < i, j < 4, i #j, satisfying 
(2)-(4) of the edge condition for G . Let A, denote the 3-augmenting set containing 
Si u S, of G  with respect to ui and uj. 
Suppose that, for any choice of a pair u1 ES, and USE Sq, A,, is a 3-pendant of 
G  + (u,, q). Then S, and S3 are 3-pendants of G  + (ui, u,), Ai, does not include 
S, or S,, and the A,,-cutpair K,,( = K(A,,)) is also a cutpair of G  with 
P~(K,~) =pc, (Kid) = 2. We will show that there is a vertex uj E S, such that the 
pair {ur , u3} satisfies the edge condition for G  and A,3 is not a 3-pendant of 
G ”=G+(u,,q). Put 
U,= {ui: 1 <i<4}, U,=(ui,uj}(l<i,j<4;i#j), 
Ku = 1x9 Y>, K,, = (u, w>. 
We note that 
K,, n U34 = K,, n U,, = @ . 
There are three cases: 
(a) K12nU12=%, 
(W ul~K12andu24K12~ 
W u&G2 and u1 4L 
and each of them may have three subcases: (i) K,, n U14 = @ ; (ii) ui E K,, and 
u4 $ K,,; (iii) u4 E K14 and u1 4 K,,. 
The case analysis shows that 
(a)(i) and (iii); (b)(ii); (c)(i) and (iii) 
are possible and other cases are excluded. (See Figs. A3 and A4 showing two typical 
examples.) In each of these possible cases, G  has a cycle C such that U, E V(C) and 
K,, u K,, s V(C), and G  has a cutpair separating u1 from u3. Hence u1 is not adja- 
cent to u3 in G , and the pair {ui, u3) satisfies the edge condition for G . Clearly 
1 A 13 1 > 4. Let P and P’ denote the two (u,, u,)-subpaths of C such that ui, x, u4, 
0, u3 (u,, w, u2, y, u3, respectively) appear in this order on P (on P’), where one 
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FIG. A3. A situation of (a)(i) in the proof of Proposition 5. Other cases (a)(iii), (c)(i), and (c)(iii) 
are analogous: u = uq in (a)(iii), y = u2 in (c)(i), and u = uq and y = u2 in (c)(iii). (Bold lines denote 
paths.) 
or two pairs of consecutive vertices may be indentical (see Fig. A3). It follows from 
Remark 3(4)(ii) that G” = G + (ui, z+) has distinct cutpairs KE V(P) and 
Kc Y(Y) with Ku K’ EA,, such that XE K, WE K’, and the other vertex of K (of 
K’, respectively) is on the (u, u,)-subpath of P (on the (y, tl,)-subpath of P’), where 
x, w, and ui are distinct vertices in all the cases except (b)(ii) (Fig. A3), and 
x = w = ui E Kn K’ with u3 4 Ku K’ in (b)(ii) (Fig. A4). Thus d,,,(,4i3) > 3, and A,, 
is not a 3-pendant of G”. Thus the proposition holds for (1). 
The proof in the case (2). Since D(G) > 3, zG(K)=pG(K)>2, and 
b(G) < rD(G)/21, it follows that G has a K-block H which includes distinct 
3-pendants Si and S2. Let Hi, i= 3,4, be the other distinct K-blocks containing 
3-pendants Sj E V(H,). We can choose USE Si, i = 1, 3, such that {ur , u3) satisfies 
the edge condition for G. K is also a cutpair of G” = G + (a,, u3) with 
pG,, (K) =p,(K) - 1, S, u S, u S, belongs to a K-block of G” and S, belongs to 
another K-block H, of G”. Put K = {x, JJ} and choose ui E Si, i = 2,4. Clearly ui 4 K, 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4. G has three disjoint (x, y)-paths P, such that ujc V(P,), j= 1, 3, 4. 
Therefore {x,y, ui, ZQ} cA,~, where A,, = A(S,, S,). (See Fig. A5.) By 
FIG. A4. A situation of (b)(ii) in the proof of Proposition 5. (Bold lines denote paths.) 
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K K’ 
FIG. A5. Cutpairs K and K’ in the situation where W, IA,, and u appear in this order on P, in the 
proof of the case (2) of Proposition 5. (Bold lines denote paths.) 
Remark 3(4)(ii), G” has a cutpair Kc V(H), with K’ E A,, and K’ #K, such that 
A i3 and S2 belong to distinct K’-blocks of G”. Hence &,,(A 13) > 3 and DG,,(A 13) = 0. 
Thus the proposition holds for (2). 
The proof in the case (3). Choose ui, i = 1,2, such that they are separated by the 
two cutpair Kj, j= 1,2, of G. Then the rest of the proof is similar to the case (2) 
and is omitted. 1 
4. The Proof of Proposition 10 
The proof for the case with S~r(3)‘n r(3), where LD,(S)=D,(S), is easy and 
is omitted. We consider the case where SE r(3)‘-r(3). In this case 1 Sl > 1 and 
S s Bi for a member BJ of the subchain, and S is a primal 3-component in Bj of G’. 
Notethat JSl>4ifS=Bj(byRemark3(3)).IfISn{u,,u,}~=l thenLD,(S)=l 
(by Proposition 8) and Proposition 9 shows that 
if S = Bi and BJ - W  has no cutpoint of G, 
otherwise. 
If ui $ S, i = 1,2, then LD,(S) = 0 (by Proposition 8) and Proposition 9 shows that 
if S = B; and S - W  has no cutpoint of G, 
otherwise. 
Hence if De,(S) = 0 then (1) of the proposition holds. 
Suppose the case where D,,(S) = 1. Then Bj = S, 1 S 12 4, and Bj - W  has no 
cutpoint of G. If I Sn {a,, u2} I = 1 then S is a 2-pendant of G, d,(S) = 1, 
LD,(S) = 1 (by Proposition 8) and, therefore, 
D,(BJ)=max{3-d,(S),LD,(S)}=max{2,1}=2. 
If u,#S, i=l,2, then S is a 2-component with d,(S)=2, LD,(S)=O (by 
Proposition 8), and, therefore, 
D,(BJ)=max{3-d,(S),LD,(S)}=max{l,O}=l. 1 
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